InfocentriK - Micro Focus NZ July Promotion!
Records & Content Manager Licenses & IK Products
(Highly discounted!!! The best price for the rest of 2018)

Special offer for Records Manager & Content Manager licenses
This includes a FREE license migration if you haven’t yet upgraded from TRIM 7

Special discounts available on 20 Knowledge Worker Seats (more on request)

Contact: Shan Chockalingam
Micro Focus Records & Content Manager promotion
(Pricing valid until 20th July 2018)

Buy price below (excl. GST)

Product Description - Licenses

License Cost

Maintenance Cost

$7,900

$1,900

20 Knowledge Worker Seats

The more seats you purchase the greater the discounts.
All other requests will be considered and discounted accordingly

Product Description – Additional Modules
ControlPoint
5 TB
ControlPoint is an intricate component of Micro Focus’s Information Management offering,
designed to bring unmanaged content under control and address the needs for data access,
consolidation, privacy, analytics, discovery, risk and value. It works both independent of
Content Manager, and as a tightly integrated module of Content Manager.
The evolution of Content Manager from TRIM is a significant aspect of the solution’s
roadmap. TRIM may have started with Records Keeping (therefore compliance and
governance) as the primary area of concern for IM professionals, but over the last 20+ years
it has evolved along the lines of not only market trends and customer needs for innovation,

Module Cost

Maintenance Cost

but as a strategic component for management of all types of content, and providing itself as
a base for a comprehensive platform, managing data from unstructured repositories as well
as databases. ControlPoint is a necessary component of that data management platform for
all unstructured repositories, providing visibility into legacy data, facilitating transparent
management, in-place management, discovery of personal and potential data privacy
content, discovery of intellectual property, a 360 degree view of both the content and the
metadata around data, the ability to auto categorise or classify content, build relationships
of similar content across multiple repositories to enhance data value, and become a
strategic system for risk, privacy and data management policies. ControlPoint not only
indexes and analyses and classifies data, it also comes with an in-built policy execution
engine to archive, move, capture and delete data based on the business requirements.

$21,900

$4,900

$3400
(Up to 500 User
Sites)

$980

Please note: 10 TB & 15 TB are also available in this promotion. Please enquire.

Product Description – IK CM Value Add Products
IK CM Revisions Analyser
Managing changes to documents is easy with your HPE TRIM/RM/CM solution and happens
automatically. Changes occur regularly and managing the revisions history can become a
complicated task over time. Do I need to keep revisions? How many revisions do I keep?
These are all valid questions that you should ask. Revisions are kept in the HPE
TRIM/RM/CM Document Store and can take up a reasonable amount of disk space. If you
could minimise the amount of revisions in your solution you might save a considerable
amount of disk space making it cheaper and easier to manage.
The IK Revisions Analyser has been specifically developed with this in mind. To give you full
visibility of your entire document revisions count and telling you how much disk space these

revisions consume you need the IK Revisions Analyser. From a single location you can
analyse revisions and, if desired, delete them from the solution.

IK CM Audit Log Analyser
Investing time analysing an audit trail is often the least favourite task. It can be very complex
and time-consuming. However, it may be the only way to find out whether certain activities
have occurred in your HPE TRIM/RM/CM solution. How do you find out what may have been
deleted? How do you find out who made the last change? How can you proof that
documents haven’t been changed?
The IK Audit Log Analyser is designed specifically to analyse and process your audit log files
and display them in a readable form. The system administrator can then search the entries
in the log files and find exactly what is required. With an intuitive User Interface, the IK
Audit Log Analyser can be used to run Analytical reports that can easily be exported and
distributed.

$3400
(Up to 500 User
Sites)

$980

$1490
(One Off
Analysis)

NA

IK CM Document Store Analyser
Similar to the accumulation of revisions in your Document Stores you could also discover
that there are a large amount of “orphaned” documents left behind in your Document Store
with no reference to any record in your system. Have you Deleted a large amount of
records? Have you Removed a large amount of Revisions? Have you Disposed of a large
amount of records? These are all valid tasks (apart from the Delete) but are you certain that
the Documents have actually been removed from your system?
The IK Document Store Analyser helps you find these documents that you thought had been
deleted but in fact are still on your File System. Once analysed you can then remove these

documents from the Document store freeing up considerable disk space making it easier
and cheaper to manage.

Please feel free to register for a product demo session for us to organise one for
you!!!

